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Abstract 

A module M is called closed weak generalized supplemented if for every closed 
submodule N of M, there exists a submodule K of M such that NKM +=  and 

( ) .MRadNK ≤∩  We prove that for a distributive module MMMM ,21 ⊕=  

is closed weak generalized supplemented, if and only if 1M  and 2M  are closed 

weak generalized supplemented. We characterize nonsingular V-rings in which 
all nonsingular modules are closed weak generalized supplemented. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, all rings are associative rings with identity and all 
modules are unitary R-modules. Let R be a ring and M be an R-module. A 
submodule N of M is called essential in M (or M is an essential extension 
of N), if 0≠AN ∩  for any nonzero submodule A of M. In this case, we 
denote .MN e≤  Dually, a submodule N of M is called small in M, 

abbreviated ,MN   if TNM +≠  for any proper submodule T of M.    

A nonzero module M is called hollow if every proper submodule of M is 
small in M. M is called local if the sum of all proper submodules of M is 
also a proper submodule of M. Every local module is hollow. A closed 
submodule N of M, denoted by ,MN c≤  is a submodule, which has no 

proper essential extension in M. It is well known that if NL c≤  and 

,MN c≤  then ML c≤  (see [3]). A module M is called an extending 

module (or CS-module) if every submodule of M is essential in a direct 
summand of M, or equivalently, every closed submodule of M is a direct 
summand of M. 

Let K and N be submodules of M. K is called a supplement of N in M, 
if NKM +=  and K is minimal with respect to this property, or 
equivalently, NKM +=  and MKNK .∩  is called a supplemented 

module, if every submodule of M has a supplement in M. Let K and N be 
submodules of M. K is called a generalized supplement of N in M        
when KNM +=  and ( ) MKRadKN .≤∩  is called a generalized 

supplemented module or briefly a GS-module in case each submodule N of 
M has a generalized supplement K in M (see [15]). Clearly, each 
supplement submodule is a generalized supplement submodule. Let K 
and N be submodules of M. K is called a weak generalized supplement of 
N in M, if NKM +=  and ( ).MRadNK ≤∩  A module M is called a 

weak generalized supplemented module or briefly a WGS-module, if each 
submodule of M has a weak generalized supplement in M (see [12]). Any 
supplemented module is a weak generalized supplemented module. 
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In this paper, we replace the condition of extending modules, i.e., any 
closed submodule is a direct summand, by the condition that any closed 
submodule has a weak generalized supplement. Thus, we generalize both 
extending modules and weak generalized supplemented modules to 
closed weak generalized supplemented modules. 

In Section 2, we give a characterization of weak generalized 
supplemented modules. It is shown that finitely generated modules are 
weak generalized supplemented, if and only if they have finite hollow 
dimension. 

In Section 3, we give the definition of closed weak generalized 
supplemented modules and show that any direct summand of a closed 
weak generalized supplemented module is closed weak generalized 
supplemented. We prove that if 21 MMM ⊕=  is a distributive module, 

then M is closed weak generalized supplemented if and only if each iM  

( )2,1=i  is closed weak generalized supplemented. 

In Section 4, we show that any nonsingular homomorphic image of a 
closed weak generalized supplemented module is a closed weak 
generalized supplemented module. We characterize nonsingular V-rings 
in which all nonsingular modules are closed weak generalized 
supplemented. 

2. WGS-Modules 

Proposition 2.1 ([7, Proposition 2.1]). For a proper submodule N of M, 
the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) NM  is semisimple. 

(2) For every ,ML ⊆  there exists a submodule MK ⊆  such that 

MKL =+  and .NKL ⊆∩  
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(3) There exists a decomposition 21 MMM ⊕=  such that 1M  is 

semisimple, 2MN e≤  and NM2  is semisimple. 

Recall that a module M is said to be semilocal, if ( )MRadM  is 

semisimple. 

Corollary 2.2. Let M be a module. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 

(1) M is semilocal. 

(2) M is a WGS-module. 

(3) There is a decomposition 21 MMM ⊕=  such that 1M  is 

semisimple, ( ) 2MMRad e≤  and ( )MRadM2  is semisimple. 

Proof. By Proposition 2.1.   

Corollary 2.3. An R-module M with ( ) 0=MRad  is a WGS-module, 

if and only if M is semisimple. 

Recall that a module M is said to have finite hollow dimension, if 

there exists an epimorphism ,: 1 i
n
i HMg =→   where all the iH  are 

hollow and .Ker Mg   Then n is called the hollow dimension of M and 

we write ( ) .dim nMh =  

The connection between the concepts of hollow dimension and the 
weak generalized supplemented is expressed in the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.4. Consider the following conditions for a module M: 

(i) M has finite hollow dimension. 

(ii) M is a WGS-module. 

(iii) M is semilocal. 

Then (i) ⇒  (ii) ⇔  (iii). If M is finitely generated, then (iii) ⇒  (i) 
holds. 
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Proof. (i) ⇒  (ii) There is a small epimorphism i
n
i HMf 1: =→   

with hollow modules .iH  Since hollow modules are WGS-modules, by  

[12, Proposition 3.7], i
n
i H1=  is a WGS-module. Since f is a small 

epimorphism, by [12, Proposition 3.2], M is a WGS-module. 

(ii) ⇔  (iii) By Corollary 2.2. 

If M is finitely generated and (iii) holds, then M is a small cover of 

( ).MRadM  Hence M has finite hollow dimension.   

Recall that the ring R is semilocal, if ( )RR RR or  is a semilocal         

R-module. 

Corollary 2.5. For a ring R, the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) RR  is a WGS-module. 

(2) RR  has finite hollow dimension. 

(3) R is semilocal. 

(4) RR  has finite hollow dimension. 

(5) RR  is a WGS-module. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.4 and using this fact that ‘semilocal’ is a left-

right symmetric property.   

Theorem 2.6. For any ring R, the following statements are 
equivalent: 

(1) R is semilocal. 

(2) Every right R-module is semilocal. 

(3) Every right R-module is the direct sum of a semisimple module 
and a semilocal module with essential radical. 
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(4) Every right R-module is a WGS-module. 

(5) Every finitely generated right R-module has finite hollow dimension. 

Proof. (1) ⇒  (2) For any module M, there exists a set Λ                  

and an epimorphism ( ) MRf →Λ:  with ( ( ( ) )) ( )MRadRRadf ≤Λ       

and ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ))( ).ΛΛΛ RJRRRadR   Thus, we get an epimorphism 

( ) ( ( ) ) ( ).: MRadMRRadRg →ΛΛ  Hence M is semilocal. 

(2) ⇒  (1) It is clear. 

(2) ⇔  (3) ⇔  (4) By Corollary 2.2. 

(4) ⇔  (5) By Theorem 2.4.   

3. CWGS-Modules 

Definition 3.1. A module M is called a closed weak generalized 
supplemented module, or briefly a CWGS-module, if for each closed 
submodule N of M, there exists a submodule K of M such that 

NKM +=  and ( ).MRadNK ≤∩  

Clearly, any WGS-module is a CWGS-module and any extending 
module is a CWGS-module. We have the following implications: 

Hollow modules ⇒  Generalized supplemented modules ⇒  Weak 
generalized supplemented modules ⇒  Closed weak generalized 
supplemented modules. 

A CWGS-module need not be a WGS-module as the next example 
demonstrates. 

Example 3.2. Let Z  be the ring of all integers. Since Z  is extending, 
it is a CWGS-module. But Z  is not a WGS-module, since, for any 

Znn ,2≥  has no weak generalized supplement in .Z  
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Any direct summand of an extending module is extending [8]. For 
CWGS-modules, we have: 

Proposition 3.3. Let M be a CWGS-module. Then any direct 
summand of M is a CWGS-module. 

Proof. Let N be a direct summand of M and L be a closed submodule 
of N. Since N is closed in M, we have that L is closed in M. Then, there 
exists a submodule K of M such that KLM +=  and ( ).MRadKL ≤∩  

Thus, ( ) ( ).KNLKLNMNN ∩∩∩ +=+==  Since N is a direct 

summand of M, then ( ) ( ) ( ) =≤= MRadNKLNKNL ∩∩∩∩∩  

( )NRad  by [10, 41.1]. Thus N is a CWGS-module.   

For any ring R, any finite sum of WGS-modules is a WGS-module   
(see [12, Proposition 3.7]). For CWGS-modules, direct sums of CWGS-modules 
need not be CWGS-modules. 

Example 3.4. Let [ ],xR Z=  where Z  is the ring of all integers. Set 

,RRM ⊕=  then M is not extending (see [2]). As ( ) ,0=MRad  we see 

that M is not a CWGS-module. 

Lemma 3.5. Let N and L be submodules of a module M such that 
LN +  has a weak generalized supplement H in M and ( )LHN +∩  has 

a weak generalized supplement G in N. Then GH +  is a weak 
generalized supplement of L in M. 

Proof. Let H be a weak generalized supplement of LN +  in M      
and G be a weak generalized supplement of ( )LHN +∩  in N.                

So ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) GLHNNMRadHLNHLNM ++=≤+++= ∩∩ ,,  

and ( ) ( ).NRadGLH ≤+ ∩  We have ( ) ( )( )GLHLGH ∩∩ +≤+  

( )( ) ≤++ HLG ∩  ( ) ( ) ( ).MRadMRadNRad ≤+  Thus, GH +  is a 

weak generalized supplement of L in M.   
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Proposition 3.6. Let 21 MMM ⊕=  such that each ( )2,1=iMi  is 

a CWGS-module. Suppose that ( ) icji MLMM ≤+∩  and ( )KLM j +∩   

,jc M≤  where K is a weak generalized supplement of ( )LMM ji +∩  in 

,, jiMi ≠  for any closed submodule L of M. Then M is a CWGS-module. 

Proof. Let ,ML c≤  then ( )LMMM ++= 21  has a weak 

generalized supplement 0 in M. Since ( ) 121 MLMM c≤+∩  and 1M  is 

a CWGS-module, then there exists a submodule K of 1M  such that 

( ( ))LMMKM ++= 211 ∩  and ( ( )) ( )LMKLMMK +=+ 221 ∩∩∩  

( ).1MRad≤  By Lemma 3.5, K is a weak generalized supplement of 

LM +2  in M, i.e., ( ).2 LMKM ++=  Since ( ) 22 MLKM c≤+∩  and 

1M  is a CWGS-module, then ( )LKM +∩2  has a weak generalized 

supplement J in .2M  Again by Lemma 3.5, JK +  is a weak generalized 

supplement of L in M. Hence M is a CWGS-module.   

Proposition 3.7. Let ,21 MMM +=  where 1M  is a CWGS-module 

and 2M  is any R-module. Suppose that for any closed submodule N of M, 

.11 MMN c≤∩  Then M is a CWGS-module, if and only if every closed 

submodule N of M with 2M  not contained in N has a weak generalized 

supplement. 

Proof. ( )⇒  It is clear. 

( )⇐  Let MN c≤  such that .2 NM ⊆  Then NMMMM +=+= 121  

and NM +1  has a weak generalized supplement 0. Since 1MN ∩  is 

closed in 1M  and 1M  is a CWGS-module, 1MN ∩  has a weak 

generalized supplement H in .1M  By Lemma 3.5, H is a weak 

generalized supplement of N in M. Thus M is a CWGS-module.   

Recall that a right R-module M is called singular, if ( ) ,MMZ =  

where ( ) { ,0: =∈= mIMmMZ  for some essential right ideal I of }R  

and nonsingular if ( ) .0=MZ  A ring R is called right nonsingular if RR  
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is nonsingular and singular if RR  is singular. Let R be a ring, then R is 

right nonsingular, if and only if all right projective modules are 
nonsingular. 

Let M be a nonsingular module and ,MN c≤  then LLN c≤∩       

for any submodule L of M. In fact, since NM  is nonsingular, so 

( ) ( )NLLNNL ∩≅+  is nonsingular. 

Corollary 3.8. Let 21 MMM +=  be a nonsingular module such 

that 1M  is a CWGS-module and 2M  is any R-module. Then M is a 

CWGS-module, if and only if every closed submodule N of M with 2M  not 

contained in N has a weak generalized supplement. 

Theorem 3.9. Let 21 MMM ⊕=  be a distributive module. Then M 

is a CWGS-module, if and only if each { },2,1, ∈iMi  is a CWGS-module. 

Proof. Let L be any closed submodule of M. Then for each ,i  

{ } iMLi ∩,2,1∈  is closed in .iM  In fact, suppose that KML e≤1∩  

.1M≤  Since LMLM e ∩∩ 22 ≤  and M is distributive, we have that 

( ) ( ) ( ).221 LMKLMLML e ∩∩∩ ⊕≤⊕=  Hence ( ) ⊕= LML ∩1  

( ) ( ),22 LMKLM ∩∩ ⊕=  because L is closed in M. So 1MLK ∩=  

and 1ML ∩  is closed in .1M  Therefore, there is a submodule iK  of iM  

such that ( )iii MLKM ∩+=  and ( ) ( ),iiii MRadKLKML ≤= ∩∩∩  

where { }.2,1∈i  Hence (( ) ( ))212121 MLMLKKMMM ∩∩ ⊕+⊕=⊕=  

LKK +⊕= 21  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )12121 MRadKLKLKKL ≤⊕=⊕ ∩∩∩  

( ) ( ) ( ).212 MRadMMRadMRad =⊕=⊕  Thus M is a CWGS-module. 

The converse holds by Proposition 3.3.   
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Corollary 3.10. Let i
n
i MM 1==   be a duo module. Then M is a 

CWGS-module, if and only if each { },,,1, niMi …∈  is a CWGS-module. 

A pair ( )fM ,  is called a generalized cover of a module N, if f is an 

epimorphism from M to N such that ( ).Ker MRadf ⊆  

Proposition 3.11. Let ( )fM ,  be a generalized cover of a module N 

such that N is a CWGS-module. Suppose that every nonzero closed 
submodule L of M contains Ker f. Then M is a CWGS-module. 

Proof. Let NMf →:  be an epimorphism such that ( )MRadf ⊆Ker  

and N be a CWGS-module. Let ML c≤≠0  and ( ) .NKLf e ≤≤  Then 

( ) ( ).Ker 11 KfLfffLL e
−− ≤=+=  Hence ( )KfL 1−=  and ( ) KLf =  is 

a closed submodule of N. Since N is a CWGS-module, ( )Lf  has a weak 

generalized supplement in N. Thus, there exists a submodule T of N such 

that ( ) TLfN +=  and ( ) ( ).NRadTLf ⊆∩  So ( )TfLM 1−+=  and 

( ) ( )MRadTfL ⊆−1∩  by [1, 9.15]. Therefore, L has a weak generalized 

supplement in M, i.e., M is a CWGS-module.   

4. Rings for which all Nonsingular Modules  
are CWGS-Modules 

In this section, we study rings in which all nonsingular modules are 
CWGS-modules. 

Proposition 4.1. Let M be an R-module with ( ) .0=MRad  Then the 

following statements are equivalent: 

(1) M is a CWGS-module. 

(2) M is extending. 

Proof. It is clear.   
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Corollary 4.2. Let R be a semiprimitive ring. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(1) R is a CWGS-ring. 

(2) R is an extending ring. 

Any homomorphic image of a WGS-module is a WGS-module (see [12, 
Proposition 3.2]). For homomorphic image of a CWGS-module, we have: 

Theorem 4.3. Let M be a CWGS-module. Then any nonsingular 
image of M is also a CWGS-module. 

Proof. Let NMf →:  be an epimorphism of modules with M a 
CWGS-module and N a nonsingular module. Let L be a closed submodule 

of N. Since N is nonsingular, ( )LfH 1−=  is a closed submodule of M. As 

M is a CWGS-module, there exists a submodule K of M such that 
HKM +=  and ( ).MRadHK ≤∩  Hence ( ) ( ) ( ) .LKfHfKfN +=+=  

Since ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ).,Ker NRadMRadfLKfHfKfHKfHf ≤≤==≤ ∩∩∩   

Thus N is a CWGS-module.   

Corollary 4.4. Let M be a CWGS-module such that ( )MRadM  is 

nonsingular. Then ( )MRadM  is extending. 

Remark 4.5. In Theorem 4.3, the nonsingularity of N is not 
necessary. For example, Z  is a CWGS-module, for any prime ,p  

ZZZ pp ≅  is a simple module-Z  and a CWGS-module. But pZ  is 

singular. 

Corollary 4.6. Let R be a right nonsingular ring. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(1) Every nonsingular right R-module is a CWGS-module. 

(2) Every projective right R-module is a CWGS-module. 

A ring R is called a right CWGS-ring, if RR  is a CWGS-module. 
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Corollary 4.7. Let R be a right nonsingular ring. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(1) R is a right CWGS-ring. 

(2) Every nonsingular cyclic R-module is a CWGS-module. 

(3) Every principal right ideal of R is a CWGS-ring. 

A ring R is called a right V-ring, if every simple right R-module is 
injective. Equivalently, a ring R is a right V-ring, if and only if 

( ) 0=MRad  for all right R-modules M [13]. 

Theorem 4.8. Let R be a right nonsingular V-ring. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 

(1) Every nonsingular right R-module M is a CWGS-module. 

(2) Every projective right R-module M is a CWGS-module. 

(3) Every nonsingular right R-module M is extending. 

(4) Every nonsingular right R-module M is projective. 

Proof. (1) ⇔  (2) By Corollary 4.6. 

(1) ⇔  (3) By Proposition 4.1. 

(2) ⇒  (4) Let M be a nonsingular module. There is a projective 
module P, such that NPM ≅  for some submodule N of P. Since P is 

nonsingular, N is a closed submodule of P. By (2), P is a CWGS-module. 
Hence P is extending by Proposition 4.1. Thus N is a direct summand of P 
and therefore M is projective. 

(4) ⇒  (1) Let M be a nonsingular module and N be a closed 
submodule of M. Then NM  is nonsingular and so NM  is projective 

by (4). Thus N is a direct summand of M. Hence M is extending and so M 

is a CWGS-module.  
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Theorem 4.9. Let R be a right V-ring. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 

(1) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular right R-module M is 
a CWGS-module. 

(2) R is right nonsingular and every projective right R-module M is a 
CWGS-module. 

(3) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular right R-module M is 
extending. 

(4) R is right nonsingular and every nonsingular right R-module M is 
projective. 

(5) R is left nonsingular and every nonsingular left R-module M is a 
CWGS-module. 

(6) R is left nonsingular and every projective left R-module M is a 
CWGS-module. 

(7) R is left nonsingular and every nonsingular left R-module M is 
extending. 

(8) R is left nonsingular and every nonsingular left R-module M is 
projective. 

Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.8 and [3, Theorem 5.23].   

Lemma 4.10. Let U and K be submodules of M such that K is a weak 
generalized supplement of a maximal submodule N of M. If UK +  has a 
weak generalized supplement X in M, then U has a weak generalized 
supplement in M. 

Proof. Since X is a weak generalized supplement of UK +  in M, 
XUKM ++=  and ( ) ( ).MRadUKX ≤+∩  If ( ) ⊆+ UXK ∩  

( ),MRadNK ≤∩  then ( ) [( ( )) ( )( )] ≤+++≤+ UXKUKXXKU ∩∩∩  

( ).MRad  Hence XK +  is a weak generalized supplement of U in M. 
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Suppose that ( )UXK +∩  is not contained in .NK ∩  Since 

( ) ( ) NKNMNNKNKK ∩∩ ,=+≅  is a maximal submodule of K. 

Therefore, ( ) ( )( ) .KUXKNK =++ ∩∩  Since ( ),MRadNK ≤∩  

( ) ( )( ) .UXUXKNKUXKUXM +=++++=++= ∩∩  As XU ∩  

( ) ( ) XMRadXUK ,≤+≤ ∩  is a weak generalized supplement of U in 

M.   

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of this lemma: 

Theorem 4.11. Suppose that for any submodule U of M, there exists a 
submodule K of M, which is a weak generalized supplement of some 
maximal submodule N of M, such that UK +  is closed in M. Then M is a 
CWGS-module, if and only if M is a WGS-module. 
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